




HOW DID 
WE GET 
HERE?



We are lowering the cost of innovation 

in connected, self-driving and electric 

vehicle technology



ACCESSIBLE AND AFFORDABLE

Building and testing driverless technology is 
complex, time-consuming and expensive.

At StreetDrone we provide the R&D platform that 
allows businesses to focus on their autonomous 
vehicle goals by increasing access to technology 
whilst lowering the cost of market entry.

Intel predicts that the autonomous market will be 
worth $7bn by 2050 - StreetDrone intends to 
become the main supplier of open-platform 
software and automotive hardware.



The STEM 
Skills Gap

• UK alone reported to need an 
additional 1.8 million engineers 
and technically qualified people by 
2025 to meet current demand

• Demand for new engineering jobs 
estimated to be worth £27 billion 
per year for the UK economy

• Lack of synergy between computer 
science and engineering

• Everyone needs a basic coding 
knowledge, regardless of discipline

• Build industry relevant skills -
influence the tech used by OEMs



THE COMPLETE AUTONOMOUS READY PLATFORM

StreetDrone is developing an end-to-end platform for development and more:
• StreetDrone ONE - the self-driving ready electric car for real world testing, 

R&D and autonomous fleets
• Online access to a virtual testing environment Technical support and 

knowledge base
• Development environment, access to open source software and software 

repository
• Software to car security and management
• Data management



Introducing the 
StreetDrone

• A modular, low-cost autonomous 
development platform

• Standard sensor array with 7 cameras 
and one radar

• Fully modular and available to 
bespoke sensor arrays

• No need to develop mechanical 
platform -> straight into sensor fusion 
and ADAS development



INDUSTRY 
VERTICALS 

CONTINUE TO 
SURPRISE

• Automotive is the obvious discussion

• Buses and trucks

• Agriculture to street sweepers

• Defence

• Everyday we are surprised…



Is AV, EV’s Killer App?


